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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN [3] BERSTEIN and Ganea define nil X < k to mean that the k-fold commutator in the loop- 
space nX is nullhomotopic. Dually they define conil X < k to mean that the k-fold com- 
mutator in the suspension space XX is nullhomotopic. In [12] Sugawara proved that if 
X is (n - I)-connected and n,(X) = 0 for q > 3n - 2, then nil X d 1, the condition that 
SZX be homotopy-commutative, implies that X is an H-space. In [4] Berstein and Ganea 
prove a dual statement, namely that if X is (n - I)-connected and dim X < 3n - 2, then 
conil X < 1, the condition that CXbe homotopy-commutative, implies that Xis an H/-space. 
The main purpose of this paper is to exhibit more clearly the duality underlying these 
two theorems; this involves us in obtaining an entirely different proof of Sugawara’s theorem 
from that given in [12]. We derive conditions (Theorems 3.1 and 4.1) which are equivalent 
to nil X < 1, conil X < 1 respectively and which are dually similar to each other but not 
strictly dual. In the course of establishing these conditions it becomes plain where the 
breakdown in strict duality occurs. 
The theorems of Sugawara and of Berstein-Ganea are immediate consequences of 
these conditions; in the latter case this observation is contained, with some small change 
of notation, already in [4]. We remark (Corollary 3.12) that the Sugawara conditions in 
fact imply that X is a loop-space. 
Our study of conilpotency generalizes readily to the case conil X < k and we give some 
applications of Theorem 4.1 appropriately generalized. We discuss the Stasheff criterion [l l] 
for RX to be homotopy-commutative in 55, showing that the strict dual is false, but that 
part of Stasheff’s theorem dualizes and indeed generalizes to arbitrary conilpotency. We 
conclude the paper with an example of a space X with conil X = 1 and wcat X = 2. Here, 
and throughout the paper, we have renormalized the definitions of cat and wcat [5] by 
subtracting 1 from the conventional values. Thus these invariants have been modified to 
take the value 0 on contractible spaces. This renormalization is not original; and brings 
these invariants into line with nil and conil. We hope no confusion will result. 
t The last-named author was supported by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
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$2. RECOLLECTIONS AND NOTATION 
We will work in the category of spaces with base point, of the based homotopy type 
of countable CW-complexes, and the maps of the category will be homotopy classes of 
continuous functions. However, for notational convenience, the same symbol may be used 
for a continuous function and its homotopy class. KU will denote the space of loops on X 
and CX will denote the reduced suspension of X; II(X, Y) will denote the maps from 
X to Y. Then there is a natural bijection r : I7(ZX; Y) --) n(X; nY) given by 
(2.1) (rf)(x)(r) = f(& 0. 
Let c : QA’ x IRX + !XY be the commutator map, and let c’ : XY + LY v Z;X be 
the cocommutator map. Let A : X +Xx XbethediagonalmapandV:Xv X+X 
the folding map. In [3] maps E : X(RX, x f2XJ --, 1, v x,, E’ : x, x 1, --t n&r, v XX,) 
are defined so that 
(2.2) vz = z-l(c) : qnx x QX) 4 x, 
(2.3) ?A = z(c) : X + n@X v CX). 
Recall [3] that the nilpotency and conilpotency of X are so defined that n&l X < 1 if 
and only if c = 0, and conil X < 1 if and only if c’ = 0. 
Let j : Xl v 1, + X, x X2 be the inclusion. The fibre of j is denoted by X1 b X2 
with i: Xl b X2 + X’, v X2 the injection class; the cofibre of j is denoted by X1 # X2 
with i’ : X1 x X, + X, # X, the projection class. 
The map e : ZQX --) X is defined by z(e) = 1; the map e’ : X + OCX is defined by 
r(l) = e’. 
$3. THE HOMOTOPY COMMUT’ATIVITY OF A LOOP SPACE 
Our main theorem is 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be l-connected. Then nil X < 1 if and only if Vi = 0. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X1 and X, be l-connected. Then there are maps 
a : X1 b X2 + M(X, x X,), b:ZQ(X, xXz)+X,bXz 
such that ba = 1 and ib = I?. 
For, granted the lemma, we have, plainly, 
nilX<i=c=O~VZ=OoVi=O. 
It thus remains to prove the lemma. It is convenient o adopt the following conven- 
tions. For any space A, the cone CA is obtained from A x I by pinching A x 0 u * x I 
to the base point *, and A is embedded in CA by a + (a, l), EA is the space of paths on A 
emanating from *; there is a natural map d: CRA + EA, given by d(2, t) = I,, where 
Z,(u) = Z(ut), ZE KU, and d]sLa is the identity. Given classes cli : EA, + Y, i = 1,2, there 
is a Whitehead product class 
(3.3) [x1, tll] : CA, x A, u A, x CA,--, Y, 
and a commutator map 
(3.4) C(~CQ, ZCQ) : Ai x A2 -+ RY. 
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We will write ei : ZRX, + XI v X, for the natural map e followed by the embedding 
of Xi in XI v X,, i = 1,2. Then 
(3.5) z(E) = c(zel, 7ez). 
The Samelson product of ra, and 7~1~ is the map 
(roll, 7cQ) : A, #A, + RY 
given by 
(3.6) {ZCQ, zcc,)i’ = c(za,, 7x2). 
There is a natural map s : CA, x A, u A, x CA, + Z(A, x A,) such that the map 
k = x(i’)s : CA1 x A2 u Al x CA, + Z(A1 # A,) is a unit (homotopy equivalence). Then 
the generalized Samelson Theorem [I] asserts that? 
(3.7) r- ‘(zcI~, zaz> o k = [q, aJ. 
Now the space XI b X, may be identified with the space E(X, x X, ; *, XI v X,) 
of paths on X, x X, emanating from * and terminating in XI v X, ; then the map 
i: XI b X,+ XI v X, is given by i(E) = Z(l), Z:Z,O, 1 + XI x X,, *, XI v X,. Thus 
XI b X, = EX, x QX, u K2X, x EX,, and there is a map 
h : C&2X, x SZX, u RX, x CQX, -+ X, b X, 
given by 
h(l, nz) = (d(A), m), ,le CZZX,, m ESZX~, 
h(L P) = (L (d/4), IEQX,, PECQX,. 
Then plainly 
(3.8) ih = [e,, e,]. 
Moreover it is clear from standard excision arguments that h induces homology 
isomorphisms; thus if XI and X, are l-connected, h is a unit. 
After this preparation the proof of the lemma is immediate. We define 
a=sh-1:X1bXz-d2(X1 xX,) b = hk- ‘Z(Y) : EQ(X, x X,) + X1 b X,. 
Then certainly ba = 1, since C(i’)s = k. Also 
ib = ihk-‘C(i’) 
= [aI, 4k -‘C(Y), by (3.8) 
= (t-‘(re,, Te&)c(i’), by (3.7) 
= (t-l(7e,, 7eJi’) 
=7 -lc(7el, re,), by (3.6) 
= E, by (3.5) 
and the lemma is proved. 
7 Other conventions might result in the two sides of (3.7) differing by a unit; this need not detain us. 
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We remark that there is a standard decomposition of O-connected spaces 
(3.9) C(A, x AZ) N CA, v CA, v C(A, #A,), 
where C(A, x A,) is projected onto the third summand by C(C). Since hk-’ : C(RX, # 0,~~) 
+ Xl b X2 is a unit, we have the following corollary of the proof of the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.10. If X, and X, are l-connected then 
C(RX, x RX,) N ISIX, v CRX, v (X, bX,), 
where x(RX, x CM,) is projected onto A’, b X, by the map b and X, b X, is injected into 
E(QX, x SrX,) by the map a. 
However our main concern is to deduce Sugawara’s theorem from Theorem 3. I. 
THEOREM 3.11. (Sugawara [12]) rfXis(n - I)-connected and n,(X) = Ofor q > 3n - 2, 
then nil X < 1 implies that X is an H-space. 
The case n = 1 is trivial; for then X is an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(G, I) and 
nil X < 1 if and only if G is abelian. Thus we may assume n > 1; we may then apply 
Theorem 1 of [9], noting that A’ x X is (n - 1)-connected and X b Xis (2rz - 2)-connected, 
to infer that if Vi = 0 then there is a map m : X x X -+ X with mj = V. 
In fact we may draw a stronger inference from the data of Sugawara’s theorem. We 
state this stronger result as a corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.12. Zf X is (n - 1)-connected and z,(X) = 0 for q > 3n - 2, then 
nil X < 1 implies that X is a loop-space. 
We prove this by induction on the dimension of the highest non-vanishing homotopy 
group of X. For since X is an H-space the Postnikov invariant 
k(q+%HqfZ(X(q); 7rq+t(X)) 
is primitive [6]. Thus if we assume XC4) is a loop-space, it follows from a theorem of 
G. W. Whitehead [14], since q < 3n - 3, that /c(~+‘) is a suspension so that XC4+1) is a 
loop-space. Thus X is itself a loop-space.? 
We note that Sugawara’s theorem is best possible in the sense that there exist (n - l)- 
connected spaces X with nil X < 1 and Z,(X) = 0 for q > 3n - 1 which are not H-spaces; 
the space given in [3] which consists of K(Z, 2) with the cube of the fundamental class killed 
is such an example. 
Another proof of Theorem 3.11 has been given by J. Stasheff. 
&l. THE CONILPOTENCY CLASS OF A SUSPENSION 
Here our main theorem is a ‘near dual’ of Theorem 3.1. However in the dual situation 
of suspensions and conilpotency there is no difficulty in extending our results to arbitrary 
conilpotency, so we will state these generalizations after enunciating the results for homotopy- 
commutative suspensions. 
t Of course, it is understood that we are referring to the H-space homotopy type of X. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let X be Q-connected. Then conil X < 1 if and only ife’i*A = 0. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of 
LEMMA 4.2. Let XI and X, be O-connected. Then there are mzps 
a’ : WX, # X2) -+ tX(X, v X2), b’ : QZ(X, v X,) -, RC(X, # X,) 
such that b’a’ = 1 and a’e’i’ = E’. 
To prove the lemma, let el : Xi -+ QZ( X, v X,) be the map e’ followed by the injection 
of QIZXi in QZ(X, v X,), i = 1, 2. Then C’ = c(e;, e;). Now in the Hilton-Milnor 
theorem [2 or 91 !AZ(X, # X,) is embedded as a summand in RC(X, v X,) by the canonical 
extension of the Samelson product (e;, e;). Thus we may define a’ by 
ale’ = (e;, e;) 
and define 6’ to be the projection of !AE(X, v X,) onto 01(X, # X,). Then b’a’ = 1 and 
the relation E’ = a’e’i’ follows immediately from (3.6). 
The reader will note that Lemmas 3.2 and 4.2 are not precise duals, owing to the presence 
in the latter of the map e’; this in turn accounts for the presence of the map e’ in the criterion 
given by Theorem 4.1 for conil X < 1. The explanation of the breakdown of strict duality 
lies in the fact that the Hilton-Milnor theorem does not dualise. In fact its dual is replaced 
by Corollary 3.10, generalized to a family of n spaces. 
On the other hand it is in fact possible-though not necessarily desirable!-to present 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 in dual form by replacing Theorem 3.1 by the assertion ‘Let X be 
l-connected. Then nil X < 1 if and only if Vie = 0’. This assertion is true since the map 
e : EQ(X b X) -+ X b X has a right inverse. However, Theorem 4.1 is not true if we suppress 
the e’ in its enunciation, as the example in $6 will show. 
From Theorem 4.1 we may deduce the Berstein-Ganea theorem [4] dualizing Sugawara’s 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X be (n - 1)-connected, n > 2, and let H*(X) = 0, r > 3n - 2, with 
any coejicients. Then, if conil X < 1, X is an HI-space. 
We give the proof for the sake of completeness. We may in fact assume that Xis a poly- 
hedront of dimension <3n - 2. Now we are given e’i’A = 0; but e; : KI(X; X # X) -+ 
rI(X; QZ(X# X)) . 1s a bijection since dim X < 4n - 2. Thus i’A = 0. The theorem now 
follows from Theorem 1’ of [9], noting that X v X is (n - I)-connected and X # X is 
(2n - I)-connected. 
The improvement formulated in Corollary 3.12 also has a dual. If we strengthen the 
hypotheses by asking that H’(X) = 0 for Y > 3n - 3 we may then conclude from the homo- 
topy-commutativity of ZX that X is itself a suspension. Since the argument requires several 
steps which have not been established in print, it is proposed to publish the details elsewhere. 
t This dimensionality condition is imposed in [4]; it has the small advantage of permitting n = 1. 
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We come now to the promised generalizations of the theorems given in this section. Let 
kU’ be the k-fold wedge and let c’ : CX + kCX be the cocommutator map with fixed 
bracketing. Then conil X < k if c’ = 0. There is a map C’ : Xl x . . . x X, -+ Q(ZX, v . . . 
v XX,) such that [3] 
?A = z(c’) : X + R(kZX). 
Further we generalize the definition of i’ to the quotient map i’ : Xl x . . . x X, + 
Xl # . . . # 1,. Then the results of this section generalize from the special case k = 2 to 
general k without any difficulty. We omit proofs. 
THEOREM 4.1,. Let X be O-connected. Then conil X < k if and only if e’i’A = 0. 
LEMMA 4.2,. Let XI, X2, . . . , X, be O-connected. Then there are maps 
a’ : flC(Xl # . . . #xk) + nc(xl v ,.. v xk), b’ : RZ(X, v . . . v X,) + RZ(X, # . . . #X,) 
such that b’a’ = 1 and a’e’i’ = 2’. 
THEOREM4.3,.LetXbe (n - l)-connected, n > 2, and let H’(X) = 0, r > (k + 1)n - 2. 
Then if conil X < k, cat X < k. 
In stating this last theorem (already contained in [4]) we must emphasize that we have 
renormalized the definition of cat so that cat X = 0 if X is contractible. This means we have 
reduced the value of cat by 1 unit compared with the (hitherto) standard convention. 
In [3] Berstein and Ganea prove that u-longX < conil X where u-long X is the length 
of the longest non-trivial cup product of positive dimensional elements of H*(X; F), where 
F is any field. Theorem 4.1 enables us to remove the restriction that F be a field. The example 
X = (S’ v S3) u e4, where e4 is attached to S2 by twice the Hopf map and to S3 by four 
times the identity, shows that the removal of this restriction is significant. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a commutative ring and let uIr . . . , uk E H*(X; R), dim Ui > 0. 
Then if conil X < k, uluZ . . . uk = 0. 
For certainly u1u2 . . . uk E (i’A)*H*(X # . . # X; R). But if i’A N 0 in the sense of 
S-theory, then (i’A)* = 0. Thus if conil X < k, ulu2 . . . u, = 0. In fact, one can infer more 
generally that any normal k-fold cohomology operation vanishes on a space X with conil 
X < k. 
We close this section by mentioning a further consequence of Theorem 4.1,. It was 
shown in [13] that if A is a group-like space then niE II(X, A) < cat X. This inequality has 
subsequently been improved to nil II(X, A) < wcat X, where wcat X was defined in [5] and 
is here renormalized as for cat. Let us define G-nil X = max nil lI(X, A), where A ranges 
over all group-like spaces. Then we may prove 
THEOREM 4.5. G-nil X = conil X. 
First suppose conil X + k. Then c’ : CX + kCX is not zero, so nil lI(X, 52(kEX)) 4 k. 
This shows that G-nil X > conil X. 
Now suppose conil X c k and let A be a group-like space. We consider maps 
fi, ... ,f,:X+Aandletfk=fi x . . . xf,:Xk+Ak. Since A is group-like it is a retract 
of RZA; that is, there is a map r : EZA -+ A with re’ = 1. 
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Consider the diagram 
X4X”~A”:,A:*cA~A 
1 I 
i’ i’ 
XW < A(k) 
1 
e’ 
RZX’k’ 
here Xck’ and Ack) are the ‘smashed products’ andfck’ is induced by f”. Also the map c is, 
as usual, the commutator map and we want to show that cfkA = 0 if e’i’A = 0. Now c 
can be factored through Atk), say c = gi’. Let h : RYZX(k’ + RCA be the canonical extension 
of e’gfck), so that he’ = e’gf’“‘. Then 
cf kA = re’cf kA = re’gf ‘k’i’A = rhe’i’A = 0. 
Thus nil l’I(X, A) < k and so G nil X < conilX, proving the theorem. 
$5. THE CRITERION OF STASHEFF 
In [ 11 J Stasheff pointed out that !2X is homotopy-commutative if and only if the map 
eV : B2X v ZQX --) X may be extended to ZQX x U2X. We may remark, incidently, 
that this is an immediate consequence of the generalized Samelson Theorem (3.7). Now 
the dual of this criterion would be that CX is homotopy-commutative if and only if the map 
Ae’ : X + RCX x RCX could be compressed into nZX v RCX. This statement turns out 
to be false as we show below (Example 5.3). Ganea [7] has given a definition of the category 
of a map whereby (on renormalizing) cat e’ < 1 if and only if Ae’ may be so compressed. 
More generally, cat e’ < k if and only if Ae’ : X -+ (QCX)k can be compressed into Tk(QZX) 
where T,(A) is the kernel of the projection i’ : A’ + ACk), for any A. We may also define 
wcatf for any mapf, in such a way that wcat e’ < k if and only if i’de’ = 0 : X -+ (RZX)‘k’ 
and then, plainly, 
(5.1) wcat e’ < cat e’ : 
such an inequality holds, of course, for any map f. 
The dual of Stasheff’s criterion would read ‘conil X < 1 if and only if cat e’ < 1’ and 
this, as we have said, is false. However we will prove 
THEOREM 5.2. conil X < wcat e’. 
For suppose wcat e’ < k and consider the diagram 
A E’ 
X-----+Xk-+Q(k~x) 
1 i’ 
(mX)‘k’ 
. 
, 
here E’ is the commutator c(e;, . . . , e;) of the maps e;, . . . , e; : X + Q(kZX) and C” is the 
commutator c(8,, . . . , f3,) of the injection maps 8,, . . . , 8, : SZZX + !2(kZX). The com- 
mutativity of the diagram is obvious and c”, being a k-fold commutator, factors through 
(k) (ncx) . Thus ?‘A = 0 if i’Ae’ = 0, and the theorem is proved. 
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In particular then CX is homotopy-commutative if wcat e’ < 1, and so if cut e’ < 1. 
We now produce a counter example of the dual of Stasheff’s criterion by exhibiting a space 
X with conil A’ = 1, cut e’ = 2. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let Q be the group of rationals and X = K(Q, 1). Then conil X = 1, 
cat e’ = 2. 
Now K(Q, 1) can be realized as a countable CW-complex and cut K(Q, I) = 2. Since 
K(Q, 1) is an H-space it follows easily that cut e’ = 2. On the other hand wcat X = 1. 
For X # X is l-connected so the obstruction to a nullhomotopy of i’A : X + X # X lies in 
H’(X; nz(X # X)) = Ext(Q, Q) = 0. Thus conil X = 1 since conil X < wcat X for all X. 
It should be noted that, in this example, we also have wcat e’ = 1, so that we have not 
produced an example of strict inequality in Theorem 5.2. 
$6. A FURTHER EXAMPLE 
We recall that, after renormalizing, cat X < 1 means that X is an H’-space and 
wcatX < 1 means that i’A = 0 : X + X # X. Theorem 4.1 asserts that conil X < 1 is equiva- 
lent to the condition e’i’A = 0 : X -+ QC((X # X). It was already known that wcat X < 1 
implies conil X < 1, and the usual examples constructed to illustrate cat, wcat, and conil 
all have the property that wcat X = conil X. Theorem 4.1 suggests, however, that this 
equality does not hold in general.? Indeed we will now construct an example of a space X 
with wcat X = 2, conil X = 1. 
Let r generate rc,,+r(,Y), any n > 1, and let o generate 7c,(S3). Set v = qoq E QS’), 
and X = S2 u ,,e’. 
THEOREM 6.1. If X = S2 v “e8 then wcat X = 2, conil X = l.$ 
Certainly wcat X < 2 and wcat X < 2 if and only if g(v) = 0 where B is the crude 
Hopf invariant [5]. But it follows immediately from Theorem 1 of [8] that R(v) = C,(r~o), 
where Z* is the suspension homomorphism. Since T&(y~w) + 0, wcat X = 2. On the other 
hand it is clear that the arguments in section 3 of [5] may be adapted to show that 
e’i’6 = 0 if and only if &a(v) = 0. But C:(r~o) = 0 since C$o may be halved. Thus e’i’A = 0, 
so that conil X = 1. 
We remark that Z,(v) = 0 since Zz(qw~I) = 0 and E.+ : z,(.S3) -+ TI~+~(S~) is a mono- 
morphism. Thus CX ‘v S3 v Sg. On the other hand we are not claiming that the suspension 
structure on CX coincides with the standard suspension structure in S3 v Sg. In fact 
S3 v Sg carries many cogroup-like structures, some of which are commutative. The 
situation is better illustrated using a lower-dimensional example, say S3 v S6. As a sus- 
pension, this must be the suspension of S2 v S5 since C(S2 u ,.e5) + S3 v S6 iff is essential. 
Thus S3 v S6carries only its usual suspension structure. On the other hand consider the map 
tn : S3 v S6 -+ S3 v S3 v S6 v S6 with components {I~ + r2, B + ICY + K~} where zi, z2 
embed S3 in S3 v S3, K~, ~~ embed S6 in S6 v S6 and 0 is the non-zerowhitehead product 
t On the other hand, Theorem 3.1 may be interpreted as asserting that nil X = 1 is equivalent to 
wcocutX = 1. 
$ This example arose in conversation with M. G. Barratt. 
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element in [7c,(S3), 7c3(S3)] E n&S3 v S3). Then it may be verified that S3 v S6 is a (homo- 
topy) cogroup under m. For example the inverse map is the usual inverse {-I, --I<), for 
Whitehead products vanish in S 3. Also m is commutative since 0 is invariant under the 
switching of the summands in S3 v S3. 
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